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About Net Yaroze

What You Need to Know

In order to get started with Net Yaroze, you should have experience of C programming to a competent level

and a knowledge of a 2D graphic creation/editing tool.  In addition, at least a basic grasp of a 3D modelling

package and a sound creation/editing tool would be help you get the best out of you Net Yaroze kit.

The Net Yaroze Manual Set

There are three books in the set of Net Yaroze manuals.

• Start Up Guide (this document)

An introductory booklet explaining the contents and requirements of the Net Yaroze Starter Kit.  It

also gives step by step instructions on setting up they Net Yaroze software on your PC and how to run

Net Yaroze software on the system.

• User Guide

A reference manual providing details on making software for the Net Yaroze system.

• Library Reference

A manual listing and describing the functions and structures in the Net Yaroze libraries.

Additional Reading

See Additional Reading at the back of this manual.





Introduction

The Net Yaroze Starter Kit is an integrated environment for developing PlayStation software on your personal

computer. Work developed on a PC can be played by downloading to a special PlayStation, available only to

Members of Net Yaroze.

Members can then share their creations and knowledge with other Members via a unique Members only Web

site server provided by Sony Computer Entertainment.





Members Only Web Site

Connection to the Members Only  Web Site

Members are provided with access to one of three Net Yaroze servers, the URL being:

http://www.scei.co.jp/Net/ for Members in Japan

http://www.scee.sony.co.uk/yaroze/ for Members in Europe

http://www.sony.com/Yaroze/ for Members in North America

Software Necessary for Connection

We recommend Netscape version 2.0 or later as the browser software necessary for connection to the Members

only Web site.

ID and Password

The ID and password for access to the Members only Web site will be provided with your Welcome Pack.

Being a Member of Net Yaroze

A key part of Net Yaroze is the activity of its Members on their Web site.  As well as sharing work that you

have developed and enjoying the creations of other Members, the Members only Web site will offer a range of

other activities.

Further Information - Support

Sony Computer Entertainment also use the Members only Web site to provide additional technical information

or data that is not included in the documentation. Please ask for information that is not provided.





Contents of the Package

The following items are included in the Net Yaroze package:

1. DTL-H3001 Net Yaroze  Member's PlayStation or

 DTLH-3002 Net Yaroze  Member's PlayStation

 (Power cable and AV (RFU) cable included)

2. DTL-H3010 Controllers x 2

3. DTL-H3020 Access card

4. DTL-S3035 Net Yaroze  boot disk

5. DTL-S3045 Net Yaroze  software development disk

6. DTL-H3050 Communications cable

7. DTL-D3065  Start Up Guide (this manual)

8. DTL-D3075 User Guide

9. DTL-D3095 Library Reference

Notes

Please note that the model numbers of the package you receive may vary slightly depending on which of the

three Net Yaroze Members' regions that you live in.

'Net Yaroze' is the registered trademark of the project.  However, it is also referred to as 'Yaroze'.





Operating Environment

You need the following hardware and software in order to use the Net Yaroze development environment.

Hardware

A DOS/V compatible PC/AT with a 486DX2 66MHz CPU or faster

It should have one or more serial ports, and a modem (at least a 14,400 bps modem) for connection to the

Yaroze Web site

• • Hard Disk

  At least 10MB of free disk space in order to set up the basic development environment

• • Memory

  At least 4MB RAM

• • CD-ROM Drive

• • Display

 For the PC SVGA monitor
 For the PlayStation A standard TV monitor with a video input terminal
  (ideally with multi format capabilities)

• • Mouse

Software

MS-DOS Version 5.0 or later

Windows 3.1 or Windows 95

 





Set Up

Hardware Connection

Make sure that the PC and Net Yaroze PlayStation power switches are turned off. After connecting the serial

port of the PC and the PlayStation with the communication cable, as shown in the diagram below, place the

Access card in the PlayStation's Memory card slot 1.

Next, connect the PlayStation to the TV monitor with the supplied AV cable.

In order to access the Net Yaroze Members only Web site via the Internet, you need a separate modem and

telephone line connection, a contract with an Internet service provider and an Internet Web browser installed

on your PC.

Access card

Modem

AV Cable

TV
Controller YAROZE Software

 development disk

YAROZE Members'
Web site

YAROZE Boot disk

Communications cable



Software Set Up

For the PlayStation

No special set up operation is necessary. The integrated environment is loaded automatically when you put the

Net Yaroze boot disk in the Net Yaroze PlayStation, the access card in Memory card slot 1 and switch the

power on. The following screen is displayed on the TV monitor.



For the  PC

Folder Copy

Place the enclosed Net Yaroze software development disc (hereafter 'CD-ROM') in the PC CD-ROM drive and

copy the contents of each folder to the hard disk using a DOS XCOPY or Windows Program

Manager/Explorer.  (At the root of CD-ROM there are two folders called PSX and GNU. You can copy these

folders anywhere on the hard disk.)   In the example below, the PSX and GNU folders are copied onto the C

drive root.

Rewriting config.sys

Check the contents of config.sys in the root of c drive and confirm whether or not ansi.sys is included. If it is

not included, add the following line and reboot the system.

Rewriting the Batch File

There is a file called djsetup.bat in the PSX folder which you have copied to the hard disk. Its contents are as

follows.

If the psx and gnu folders are not on c drive root, amend this file so the contents correspond to the location and

names (if you have changed these) of the copied folders.  This procedure is described below.



Note
Because the file is copied from the CD-ROM, the file is read  only. Before editing, change this in DOS as below.

(where 'c:\PSX' is the path)

• The second line is the set up of the environment variable DJGPP. The compiler's environment setting

file is specified.  If appropriate, modify the c:/psx part so it refers to the correct path and name of the

copied folder. Note that you must use a '/' (forward slash) to delimit the path for this environment

variable only.

• The third line is the setting of the environment variable PATH. Rewrite the c:\psx and c:\gnu part to

the name and path of the copied folder, if appropriate.

• The fourth line is the working folder. Create and allocate a folder if c:/tmp is not appropriate.

For example, change the line to:

(where 'wrk' is your preferred working folder).

• The fifth line is the setting relating to communication with the Net Yaroze  PlayStation.  Specify the

port address, IRQ and speed (in this order) separated by the defaults, 0X3F8 and IRQ4, are the

general address and IRQ of  COM1.

• Specify 0X2F8 as the address and IRQ3 if you use COM2.

• Communication speeds of up to 115200bps are supported. Specify either 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600

or 115200 according to the processing capacity of your PC.

• (Please note that if you wish to use speeds other than 9600 baud, you should place a standard

formatted PlayStation Memory card in your Net Yaroze PlayStation's Memory card Slot 2 and change

the rate using SIOCONS - See chapter 17 of the Net Yaroze User Guide for details of SIOCONS.)



Execution of the Environment Setting Batch File

From the PSX folder (or your chosen folder name) in DOS (or the DOS box from Windows) execute the

rewritten batch file djsetup.bat, as below.

(where 'PSX' is your chosen folder name)

This completes the preparation of the development environment.





Getting Started

There are some sample and quick start programs which you can use to test you Net Yaroze system set up and

get started on compiling and running some programs.

Programmers with a lot of experience, may wish to go straight to the Sample Program section of this chapter,

which skips a lot of explanation.  The Quick Start section covers the same process, but gives a little more

detail as it steps through Net Yaroze software development.

Quick Start

The 'quick' directory on the Net Yaroze PC CD holds some quick start test programs.  You probably copied it

to your PC's hard disk together with all the Net Yaroze software.

Using the quick start programs you can quickly check that everything is working on your Net Yaroze system.

Net Yaroze Program Development - Overview

Here are the basic steps that you need to take to develop software on the Net Yaroze system. (See the Net

Yaroze  User Guide, chapter 13 for more details on the development cycle.)

1. Create/edit text files which contain the C code.

Also known as the 'source code', these are usually named 'name.c' (where 'name' is the selected file

name).

(There are two source code files already in the quick directory: tuto0.c and tuto1.c.)

2. Compile and link the C files to create the executable file (the file that is the finished

program/application).

(In the test example, below, we use a makefile, called by the command 'make' to do this.)

3. Use the SIOCONS console tool, provided as part of your Net Yaroze software, to establish contact

between your Net Yaroze PlayStation and PC.

4. Run the executable program.



5. (In this test example, there are two batch files - batch0 and batch1 - which you can use to run the

executable files (or 'executables') of the test programs.)

 Compile and Run the Quick Start Programs - Step by Step

1. Set up your Net Yaroze PlayStation as described in the Start Up Guide: link the Net Yaroze

PlayStation to your TV and PC,  and insert a Controller in the PlayStation's Controller port 1.

2. Turn on the PC, TV and Net Yaroze PlayStation and wait for the ready-to-go screen to appear on the

TV, as shown below.

 

This screen should appear within 30 seconds of turning on or resetting the Net Yaroze PlayStation, after the

Sony and PlayStation logo screens.



 

1. On the PC, bring up an MS-DOS box and, from the PSX folder (or your chosen Net Yaroze folder

name), invoke the Net Yaroze environment setting batch file as follows:

 (where 'PSX' is your chosen Net Yaroze folder name)

 

2. Compile the quick start programs. Use the 'make' utility to do this by typing 'make' to the DOS

prompt to create the executable programs from the source files.

 

 

3. Bring up the console tool, SIOCONS.(You must have set up the quick directory as a path for

SIOCONS in your autoexec.bat file.)

 

 

 or, if you have already changed the baud rate, type
 

 (where '<baud rate>' is the value of your chosen
rate)

 

4. Now you are in SIOCONS, the console tool used to communicate with the Net Yaroze PlayStation

from the PC.

The PC monitor output should look similar to this:

 

 

5. Check that SIOCONS is working correctly by pressing return: if all is well, the SIOCONS prompt

will appear, which is a double-right arrow:  



6. Run the quick start batch files.

First, press [F3] on the PC keyboard.  This brings up the  prompt.  Then enter the name of

the batch file; .

For example (after pressing, [F3] on the PC keyboard):

Batch0 downloads and runs tuto0.exe.

7. Immediately after starting the download, downloading messages appear on the PC monitor, similar

to the following.

 

8. The TV screen shows downloading messages, similar to those below:

Running and Terminating a Program

Tuto0 (called by batch0) prints 'Hello World!' to the SIOCONS console on the PC, and terminates

automatically.

When you have run and terminated a program, the Net Yaroze PlayStation resets itself, going back to the

ready-to-download screen (as shown in [2] of Compile and Run the Test Programs - Step by Step, above, and

SIOCONS displays its prompt again (>>).

Once the PlayStation and PC are reset, you can run the second quick start program, tuto1, by following the

steps described in [8] and [9] of Compile and Run the Test Programs - Step by Step, above.



Tuto1 (called by batch1) prints 'Hello World!' to the TV screen.  Terminate this program by pressing SELECT

on the Controller.

Exiting SIOCONS

To quit SIOCONS and return to the MS-DOS prompt, on the PC keyboard, press [F10] and then [F2], or  just

press [Esc].

Using the Test Files

The source files, makefile and batch files are all simple text files which you can easily edit (Using the text

editor in DOS, for example) to see their contents.

To edit or look at the tuto0.c source code, using the text editor in DOS, type:

Look at the test and other sample code to familiarise yourself  with what the Net Yaroze system can do, and

how to achieve  this by writing C programs.

Quick Directory Contents

Type Name

C files for the sample programs tuto0.c

tuto1.c

pad.c

Makefile makefile

Batch files batch0 (downloads and runs tuto0)

batch1 (downloads and runs tuto1)

Subdirectories

make a help file on the program updating utility 'make' and some example makefiles

batch a help file on batch (autoexecution) files and some example batch files

baudrate a help file on changing the baud rate (rate of data downloading from the PC)



Sample Program

In order to check your environment, try downloading the sample program provided.  (The source code and

executable file are in the psx\sample\check folder - where 'psx' is your chosen file name.)

Download the sample code as follows:

1. Execute Make

Execute make at the DOS prompt to test the paths listed in  djsetup.bat, and ensure that the program

is compiled and linked correctly, as shown below (the text in bold indicates command line input).

2. Run SIOCONS

When the program is compiled and linked, run the console monitor, SIOCONS as shown below.

3. Auto download

Hit the F3 function key to obtain the  prompt. Input   to indicate automatic download

and press the enter key. (See below.)



With the operation so far, the sample program window should be displayed on the TV monitor screen.

The Controller button operation is as follows.

Up key Increases number of balls displayed

Down key Decreases number of balls displayed

L1 button Display pause

SELECT button Terminate





Sample Program

Sample Program Make File

Sample Program Source List























Additional Reading

The following books may assist you to make Net Yaroze applications.

C Programming

Title Publisher ISBN

The C Programming Language Prentice Hall ISBN 0-13-110362-8

Teach Yourself C McGraw-Hill ISBN 0-07-882011-1

Programming with GNU Software O Reilly ISBN 0-56592-112-7

Graphics

Title Publisher ISBN

3D Computer Graphics O Reilly ISBN 0-201-63186-5

Encyclopedia of Graphic File
Formats

Addison-Wesley ISBN 1-56592-058-9

.
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